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Original article

Background: if less healthy workers terminate employment earlier, 
thus accumulating less exposure, yet remain at greater risk of the 
health outcome, estimated health effects of cumulative exposure will 
be biased downward. if exposure also affects termination of employ-
ment, then the bias cannot be addressed using conventional methods. 
We examined these conditions as a prelude to a reanalysis of lung 
cancer mortality in the Diesel exhaust in Miners Study.
Methods: We applied an accelerated failure time model to assess the 
effect of exposures to respirable elemental carbon (a surrogate for die-
sel) on time to termination of employment among nonmetal miners 
who ever worked underground (n = 8,307). We then applied the para-
metric g-formula to assess how possible interventions setting respi-
rable elemental carbon exposure limits would have changed lifetime 
risk of lung cancer, adjusting for time-varying employment status.
Results: Median time to termination was 36% shorter (95% confi-
dence interval = 33%, 39%), per interquartile range width increase 
in respirable elemental carbon exposure. lung cancer risk decreased 
with more stringent interventions, with a risk ratio of 0.8 (95% confi-
dence interval = 0.5, 1.1) comparing a limit of ≤25 µg/m3 respirable 
elemental carbon to no intervention. the fraction of cases attribut-
able to diesel exposure was 27% in this population.
Conclusions: the g-formula controlled for time-varying confound-
ing by employment status, the signature of healthy worker survivor 
bias, which was also affected by diesel exposure. it also offers an 
alternative approach to risk assessment for estimating excess cumu-
lative risk, and the impact of interventions based entirely on an 
observed population.

(Epidemiology 2016;27: 21–28)

Adverse health effects, including lung cancer, have 
been associated with occupational exposure to diesel 

exhaust.1–5 Diesel exhaust is a mixture of elemental car-
bon, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, condensed engine 
oil, other organic compounds, and exhaust gases. elemen-
tal carbon is the component frequently used as a primary 
surrogate for diesel exhaust exposure.6–8 High exposures 
to diesel exhaust due to widespread use of diesel-powered 
engines have been common in industries such as trucking, 
mining, and railroads. Based in large part on exposure–
response estimates for elemental carbon exposure and lung 
cancer risk from occupational studies of cohorts of workers 
employed in these industries,9–12 the international agency 
for research on cancer has classified diesel exhaust as a 
human carcinogen.13,14

Previous studies have not accounted for the healthy 
worker survivor bias using methods that address time-varying 
confounding affected by previous exposure. Healthy worker 
survivor bias may occur if individuals who leave work, and 
thus are no longer exposed, are at greater risk of the adverse 
health outcome. With work status as a time-varying con-
founder, standard statistical methods will not be adequate to 
estimate an unbiased effect of the exposure on the outcome 
when work status is also affected by prior exposure. thus, if 
termination of employment is affected by exposure, the effect 
of diesel exhaust on lung cancer may be even higher than pre-
viously reported.

We begin this reanalysis of the Diesel exhaust in Miners 
Study (DeMS) by evaluating the relationship between respi-
rable elemental carbon exposure and time to termination of 
employment, a key potential component of healthy worker 
survivor bias. to accomplish this, we use an accelerated fail-
ure time model, a method particularly suited for time to event 
outcomes. We then use the parametric g-formula to assess the 
impacts of hypothetical respirable elemental carbon expo-
sure limits on the risk of lung cancer, controlling for work 
status. the parametric g-formula is one of a broader group 
of “g-methods”15 first introduced by robins16,17 to control for 
time-varying confounding affected by past exposure, a signa-
ture characteristic of healthy worker survivor bias in longitudi-
nal occupational studies.18 the parametric g-formula has been 
applied in several longitudinal studies,19,20 but only recently in 
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an occupational study of asbestos exposure and risk of lung 
cancer.21,22 it has also been used to assess occupational radon 
exposure interventions and cumulative risk of lung cancer.23

in the current study, we assess the possible impact of 
hypothetical interventions setting maximum levels of exposure 
to respirable elemental carbon in the DeMS ever-underground 
miners subcohort. to identify a range of relevant exposure 
limits, we considered a recent meta-regression analysis,24 as 
well as current and past exposure limits for elemental carbon, 
either as enforced by the Mine Safety and Health administra-
tion (MSHa)25 or recommended by the american conference 
of governmental industrial Hygienists (acgiH).26 We also 
estimate the attributable fraction of lung cancers due to diesel 
exhaust exposure. this application assesses effects of different 
exposure limits on adverse health effects within a public health 
framework by simulating what would have happened if various 
exposure limits had been enforced in the whole subcohort.

METHODS

Population
the DeMS cohort is described in detail elsewhere.11 in brief, 
eight nonmetal mining facilities were selected to participate 
in the study. Facilities were chosen so that participants would 
have low levels of potentially confounding exposures, such 
as radon, asbestos, and silica; there was extensive use of die-
sel power engines, and sufficient time since dieselization for 
lung cancer development. Workers employed in a blue collar 
job at a mine for at least 1 year after dieselization were eli-
gible. the final sample size of the DeMS cohort was 12,315 
workers, and follow-up began at each mine after dieseliza-
tion, ranging from 1947 to 1967. the analysis in this study 
was restricted to workers who ever worked underground (n 
= 8,307, “ever-underground”), as opposed to workers work-
ing only on the surface, using definitions proposed by attfield 
et al.11 and Silverman et al.12 based on job location. expo-
sure differed substantially between the two groups, because 
of differing sources and ranges of diesel exposure.27–29 the 
DeMS data used in this study was a publicly available dataset 
obtained under a data use agreement with the national insti-
tute of Occupational Safety and Health and the national can-
cer institute. Direct identifiers were removed from the data, 
and the study was approved by our institutional review board.

Outcome and Covariates
Work records provided information on job titles and dates as 
well as sex, date of birth, and partial information on race. Vital 
status was ascertained via matching with the national Death 
index (nDi-plus) and the Social Security administration death 
files. the 111 participants who could not be matched to nDi-
plus or Social Security administration were considered alive 
until their last observed date and censored afterward. cause 
of death was obtained from nDi-plus from 1979 to 1997 and 
before that from death certificates coded by a certified nosolo-
gist. in the ever-underground subcohort, 122 lung-cancer deaths 

were ascertained. table 1 summarizes demographic character-
istics in the DeMS ever-underground subcohort. the cohort 
is predominantly male and, among those with information on 
race/ethnicity, 98% of participants were white or Hispanic. the 
median year at start of follow up was 1975, with mean (±SD) 
duration of active work history of 20 (±9.5) years. the mean 
age (± SD) at baseline was 30 (±9.1) years, while age at death 
due to lung cancer ranged from 44 to 90 years of age.

Exposure
exposure assessment in DeMS has been described in detail 
elsewhere.27–31 respirable elemental carbon exposure values 
were estimated from respirable elemental carbon exposure 
measurements from personal samples collected during the 
1998–2001 DeMS surveys. these measurements were then 
used to estimate historical annual respirable elemental carbon 
concentrations for each job by taking into account the effects 
of changes in mine-specific diesel exhaust-related determi-
nants (e.g., diesel engine horsepower, emission controls, and 
exhaust air rates from each mine). Because historical respira-
ble elemental carbon measurements were not available, these 
effects were estimated using historical cO measurements 
under the assumption that global changes in these determi-
nants would have affected cO and respirable elemental car-
bon similarly. annual average daily exposure was assigned to 
each year of active employment for each participant during 
follow-up. the mean (SD) annual average daily exposures 
in the ever-underground subcohort was 111.5 (117.7) µg/m3, 
with a range of 0 to 604.3 µg/m3 and interquartile range width 
(iQrw) of 167.3 µg/m3. exposure assessment was performed 
blind to outcomes.

Statistical Methods
Termination of Employment
to evaluate whether employment termination is affected by the 
exposure, in which case traditional regression will give biased 

TABLE 1. Demographic Characteristics at Baseline in the 
DEMS Ever-underground Cohort

Variable

no. of participants 8,307

Male, no. (%) 7,478 (97)

race, no. (%)

  Unknown 3,773 (49)

  White/Hispanic 3,776 (49)

  Black 127 (2)

Mine type, no. (%)

  limestone 946 (11)

  Potash 3,278 (40)

  Salt 497 (6)

  trona 3,586 (43)

lung cancer deaths, no. 122

total deaths, no. 1,404
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results, we fit an accelerated failure time model to estimate 
the effect of respirable elemental carbon exposure on time to 
termination of active employment. We assume an exponential 
distribution of time to termination as shown in Figure 1.

For this model, the data were truncated to only include 
person time with active work history. all last observed dates 
of active work history before December 31, 1997, for those 
still alive were considered terminations of active employ-
ment. those with December 31, 1997, as their last observed 
active work date were considered administratively censored 
at that time. Death during active work was the only censor-
ing event. the model included annual average daily exposure 
as a continuous variable, as well as sex, race, facility, birth 
year, and a natural cubic spline for calendar year. the process 
was repeated restricting to incident hires, where follow-up 
time is essentially equal to tenure as a miner post-dieseliza-
tion. as sensitivity analyses, subsets of the population with 
at least 3 and 5 years tenure after dieselization were exam-
ined. given the exponential distribution of termination times 
as indicated in Figure 1, the inverse of the time to termination 
ratios obtained by the accelerated failure time model can be 
interpreted as hazard ratios (Hr) for the risk of termination 
of active work.

the relationship between time to termination of employ-
ment and lung cancer mortality was assessed using a cox 
regression model, controlling for sex, race, state, and cumula-
tive exposure, with attained age as the time scale.

Interventions
Once we had determined that previous exposure affected the 
time-varying confounder (employment status), we applied 
the parametric g-formula to estimate the effect of exposure 
interventions on the risk of lung cancer. We assess the effect 
of hypothetical limits on diesel exhaust in terms of cumu-
lative risk of lung cancer mortality. in total, we estimated 
risk under six exposure scenarios: no intervention, always 
unexposed (occupational respirable elemental carbon set to 

0 µg/m3 for everyone), and four different maximum annual 
average daily respirable elemental carbon exposures. the 
four exposure limits evaluated were based on the past and 
current MSHa limits of 400 and 160 µg/m3 of total carbon 
exposure,25 and the past and current acgiH recommenda-
tions of 50 and 20 µg/m3 elemental carbon exposure,26 all 
measured on the submicrometer particulate matter fraction. 
We used internal exposure assessment data29 to convert total 
carbon limits to appropriate elemental carbon values and 
subsequently elemental carbon values from the submicron 
level to the appropriate respirable fraction. the correspond-
ing study-specific intervention values based on past and 
current MSHa limits were 260 and 106 µg/m3 respirable 
elemental carbon, and those based on acgiH recommen-
dations were 65 and 25 µg/m3 respirable elemental carbon.

The Parametric g-Formula
Under the assumptions of (1) no unmeasured confounders 
(conditional exchangeability) at all time points, (2) coun-
terfactual consistency i.e., every individual’s counterfactual 
outcome under their observed exposure history is equal to 
their observed outcome, and (3) correct model specification, 
the parametric g-formula is a generalization of standardiza-
tion for time-varying exposures and covariates.16,19,32,33 the 
risk of lung cancer under each intervention is estimated as a 
weighted sum (or integral), over exposure and covariate histo-
ries, of the probability of lung cancer conditional on exposure 
and covariates.

Our analysis estimating lung cancer risk under hypo-
thetical respirable elemental carbon limits using the parametric 
g-formula is described in detail in the eappendix (http://links.
lww.com/eDe/a971). in brief, it involves parametric models 
for the outcome and all time-varying covariates and exposures, 
conditional on prior exposure and covariate histories as well 
as baseline covariates. a Monte carlo estimator approximates 
the integral or weighted sum of covariate and exposure histo-
ries. this is achieved by generating a pseudo-sample based on 
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FIGURE 1. Time  to  termination  of 
employment curve in the DEMS ever-
underground  subcohort  (solid line), 
compared  with  a  parametric  expo-
nential  survival  function with  hazard 
λ = 0.06 (dashed line).
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the observed sample population. Parametric models were fitted 
for the outcome (lung cancer death), competing risk (non-lung 
cancer deaths), exposure (annual average daily respirable ele-
mental carbon levels), and time-varying covariates for active 
employment status and job location (with different levels for 
underground, surface, and inactive), all conditional on prior 
covariate and exposure histories and baseline covariates (age, 
calendar year, sex, race, state, and indicator for workers hired 
before dieselization). Person-time used in these models was 
restricted to age less than or equal to 90. this age cut-off was 
chosen because there were no cases after that age and follow-
up was long enough to allow estimates of cumulative risk to 
be interpreted as lifetime risk. Both respirable elemental car-
bon exposure and employment status were lagged by 15 years 
in outcome models to account for cancer latency, and current 
annual average daily respirable elemental carbon exposure 
values as well as cumulative exposure up to the previous year 
were included in outcome models and competing risk models.

in the subsequent pseudo-sample of the same size as the 
observed ever-underground subcohort (n = 8,307), each worker 
was followed from their age at start of follow-up until age 90. 
We performed the same process with a larger pseudo-sample 
(n = 50,000) as a sensitivity analysis. exposure and covariate 
values at each age were simulated using the parameters of the 
models for the exposure and covariates from above. Under 
no intervention, the simulation uses values for the exposure 
that are predicted from the model and then predicts the risk 
under the natural course of events. For the other interventions, 
the exposure values were changed from the predicted values 
according to the value of the specific intervention. For exam-
ple, under the intervention of maximum respirable elemental 
carbon exposures of 65 µg/m3, all predicted values above 65 
µg/m3 were replaced with 65 µg/m3 and otherwise remained 
unchanged. the covariate values for the subsequent time point, 
including probabilities of death due to competing risks and due 
to lung cancer were then predicted using the simulated expo-
sure and covariate values at each age and the parameters from 
the covariate, outcome, and competing risks models.

We then calculated cumulative incidence of lung cancer, 
with age as the time scale, for each intervention using a cumu-
lative incidence estimator for the sub-distribution of the event 
of interest, in the presence of competing risks.34 confidence 
intervals (cis) for cumulative incidences and risk ratios (rrs) 
were obtained by repeating the above process in 200 bootstrap 
samples.

Statistical analysis involving accelerated failure time 
models for termination of active work was performed using r 
software (version 3.0.2), while the parametric g-formula was 
performed in SaS (SaS version 9.4; SaS institute inc., cary, 
nc) based on the g-formula SaS macro available at http://
www.hsph.harvard.edu/causal. For further details on model 
specifications and the simulation process refer to the eappen-
dix (http://links.lww.com/eDe/a971) and to taubman et al.19 
or cole et al.22

RESULTS
Hr and 95% ci for an iQrw increase in respirable elemental 
carbon exposure and termination of employment are summa-
rized in table 2. an iQrw increase in respirable elemental car-
bon exposure was associated with 36% (95% ci = 33%, 39%) 
shorter time to termination of active work. results were simi-
lar after restriction to incident hires. the effect was attenu-
ated after restricting incident hires to those with at least 3- and 
5-year tenures.

the majority of deaths (80%) and lung cancer deaths 
(91%) occurred after termination of active work history. 
Workers with longer employment had lower risks of lung can-
cer, with an Hr of 0.97 (0.94, 0.99) for each additional year 
of active work history (lagged by 15 years) estimated in cox 
models adjusted for baseline covariates and cumulative expo-
sure, using attained age as the time scale of interest.

the observed cumulative incidence of lung cancer 
among ever-underground workers is compared with the simu-
lated cumulative incidence under no intervention (Figure 2). 
Figure 3 shows the simulated cumulative incidence under 
all proposed interventions; rr comparing the risk under 
each intervention to the simulated risk under no intervention 
are presented in table 3. the lifetime cumulative incidence 
when everyone was always unexposed to respirable elemental 
carbon was estimated at 5.7%, for a risk difference of 2.1% 
compared with the observed risk of 7.8%. the attributable 
fraction (aF = [rr - 1]/rr)35 of lung cancer deaths due to the 
observed diesel exhaust exposures in this population is esti-
mated at 27%. results did not substantially differ with a larger 
pseudo-sample simulation.

Using the g-formula, we also computed the exposure 
level necessary to limit excess risk in this population to the 
common regulatory action level of one lung cancer death per 
1,000 workers. Similar to conventional risk management anal-
yses, we assumed that all workers were continuously exposed 
between ages 20 and 65 years. Using the observed back-
ground rates in the study population, we predict that respirable 

TABLE 2. HR Approximations with 95% CI from Conditional 
Accelerated Failure Time Models for an Interquartile Range 
Width (IQRw = 167 µg/m

3) Increase in Respirable Elemental 
Carbon Exposure and Termination of Active Employment, in 
the DEMS Ever-underground Subcohort

Subset HR (95% CI)a

all subjects (n = 8,307) 1.6 (1.5, 1.6)

incident hiresb only (n = 7,750) 1.5 (1.4, 1.6)

incident hires with ≥3 years tenure (n = 5,993) 1.3 (1.3, 1.4)

incident hires with ≥5 years tenure (n = 4,971) 1.2 (1.2, 1.3)

athis approximates the Hr for the event associated with an iQrw increase in 
exposure at time t. assuming exponential distribution of time to termination then the 
Hr is the inverse of survival time ratio obtained by the accelerated failure time model.

bincident hires are defined as those miners who started working at the participating 
mines after dieselization.

http://www.hsph.harvard.edu/causal
http://www.hsph.harvard.edu/causal
http://links.lww.com/EDE/A971
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elemental carbon exposure would need to be limited to below 
1 µg/m3 to achieve this level of excess risk.

DISCUSSION
recent observational epidemiology studies, including a meta-
analysis, have found excess risk of lung cancer in relation 
to exposure to diesel exhaust.9–12,24 Substantial attention has 
been paid to whether or not these studies have over stated the 
risks of diesel exhaust, in particular the DeMS study. in this 
article, we examine a factor that could lead to an underesti-
mate of risk of lung cancer, the healthy worker survivor bias, 
and apply the parametric g-formula in the DeMS subcohort of 
8,307 ever-underground miners. We estimated lifetime risks 
for lung cancer under different hypothetical interventions tar-
geting respirable elemental carbon exposure, and saw contin-
ued diminishing risk of lung cancer with respirable elemental 
carbon levels below the current MSHa exposure limits.

We evaluated the potential for healthy worker survivor 
bias using an accelerated failure time model, and observed 
an effect of exposure on time to termination of employment. 

Harmful exposures leading to termination of employment will 
result in a downward bias in the effect of cumulative exposure 
on the outcome, because workers more susceptible to health 
outcomes may leave work and accumulate less exposure. the 
effect was attenuated among those with at least 5 years of ten-
ure, consistent with previous results reported by attfield et 
al.11 showing strong dose–response after restricting to those 
with at least 5-year tenure. Bias in estimates of relative risk of 
lung cancer from diesel exposure due to exposure and termi-
nation of employment associations is likely less of an issue in 
this subset of the population.

treating termination of employment as a survival out-
come, rather than a binomial one, has several advantages. 
First, the accelerated failure time model allows us to assess 
the effect of potential exposures on time to event rather than 
on the probability of the event. everyone in an occupational 
cohort with long enough follow-up time will eventually ter-
minate employment, and time to event is a more useful metric 
for events that are inevitable given sufficient follow-up time, 
as is also generally true for all-cause mortality. a limitation 
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of this analysis was the fact that termination of work histories 
did not necessarily mean retirement. We had no information 
on whether or not participants found other employment after 
terminating work at the study facilities. nevertheless, the pur-
pose of this analysis was to see if exposure predicts active 
employment status within the participating facilities, as this 
is the covariate predicting future exposure in the context of 
this study.

We implemented the parametric g-formula to assess 
the effect of interventions within a public health framework 
in a real world setting. the parametric g-formula allows us 
to estimate effects of such hypothetical interventions using 
observed data. in addition, under the assumptions of condi-
tional exchangeability, consistency, and correct model speci-
fication also required in other g-methods and implicit in all 
analyses of observational data, it allows us to adequately con-
trol for time-varying confounding affected by prior exposure. 
the g-formula can be used to obtain estimates of cumulative 
risk, rr and risk differences, as well as conditional survival 
probabilities, which are more easily interpretable with respect 
to specific population effects and less prone to the limitations 
of the Hr.19,36 compared with other g-methods, it also offers 
flexibility in modeling the exposure and covariates as well as 
allowing for joint and dynamic interventions, which would be 
more cumbersome under g-estimation. it is also less prone 
to bias in the presence of violations of positivity, compared 
with methods utilizing inverse probability weights.17,33 Previ-
ous studies have successfully used causal inference methods 
to estimate measures of public health impact in occupational 
epidemiology, relying primarily on estimation of structural 
nested failure time models.37,38 interpretation of those results, 
however, becomes somewhat complex in the presence of 
competing risks, whereas the g-formula is better equipped to 
handle competing risks as it allows the estimation of subdistri-
bution functions in the presence of competing risks.39

One major limitation of the parametric g-formula is 
the “g-null paradox,” which states that under the causal null 

hypothesis it may be impossible to correctly specify the mod-
els for the g-formula, and as a consequence the causal null 
hypothesis will be rejected when it is in fact true.18 given the 
weight of the previous evidence for diesel exposure and lung 
cancer,9–12,24 however, we believe that the causal null is likely 
false in this case and therefore none of the interventions in 
question is likely to suffer from the “g-null paradox.” a more 
serious limitation of our analysis is the number of models 
required, and the parametric assumptions related to each one. 
these models may propagate biases over a long follow-up 
period if assumptions of no unmeasured confounding, correct 
model specification, and/or no information bias are violated in 
one or more models.19

a limitation of the DeMS cohort was the lack of data 
on smoking, a major predictor of lung cancer. a nested case–
control study within the DeMS cohort did, however, collect 
data on smoking, and reported an inverse relationship between 
smoking and diesel exhaust exposure among ever-underground 
workers, leading to an overall negative confounding effect for 
the relationship between cumulative diesel exhaust exposure 
and lung cancer mortality in the ever-underground subcohort. 
Smoking-adjusted Hrs for ever-underground workers from 
the case–control study were higher than unadjusted Hrs from 
the cohort study, potentially due to downward confounding by 
smoking.12 effect estimates based on cumulative risks under 
interventions reported in this study are subject to this potential 
limitation. absence of smoking data may have also limited our 
ability to properly account for competing risks as it is also a 
major predictor of other causes of mortality.

this study estimated the effect of interventions to 
decrease diesel exhaust, represented by respirable elemen-
tal carbon in this study, on the lifetime lung cancer risk of 
a real-world occupational cohort of miners with dynamic 
work histories. these interventions are derived from exist-
ing occupational standards and guidelines expressed as limits 
on exposure as measured by personal samples of an exposed 
miner during a full shift. interventions based on the values 

TABLE 3. Cumulative Incidence for Lung Cancer Mortality and Corresponding RR and 95% CI, Under Several Interventions in 
the DEMS Ever-underground Cohort

Intervention Cumulative Incidence RR (95% CI)
% Person-time Above  

Intervention Limit
% Active Work Person-time  
Above Intervention Limit

Observed data 7.8

Simulated natural coursea 7.8

Max rec limit at ≤260 μg/m3 b 7.7 1.0 (0.9, 1.0) 5 10

Max rec limit at ≤106 μg/m3 b 7.1 0.9 (0.7, 1.2) 20 39

Max rec limit at ≤65 μg/m3 b 6.8 0.9 (0.6, 1.2) 28 53

Max rec limit at ≤25 μg/m3 b 6.2 0.8 (0. 5, 1.1) 33 63

always unexposedc 5.7 0.7 (0.4, 1.1) 50 96

the interventions were as follows: 
athe simulated natural course simply simulates what actually happened under no intervention, where everyone receives exposure and covariate histories predicted given the observed data.
bSimulations with interventions with max rec limits, replaced rec values predicted above the limit, with the specified intervention limit.
cUnder always unexposed rec is set to 0 at all times.
rec indicates respirable elemental carbon.
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proposed should lower respirable elemental carbon levels so 
that they do not exceed the proposed limits in the working 
areas of all potentially exposed miners. this could be accom-
plished through any combination of emissions controls (such 
as increased ventilation) or actual reduction in emissions 
(through the use of cleaner fuel or newer engines). We expect 
that any such combination of methods would have the same 
effect, an assumption required in order for counterfactual con-
sistency to hold.

in standard risk management practice, the goal is to 
identify exposure limits resulting in risks that do not exceed 
benchmarks deemed as “acceptable risk.” the Occupational 
Safety and Health administration has typically relied on less 
restrictive risk ranges compared with other regulatory agen-
cies such as the US environmental Protection agency, tak-
ing technologic and economic feasibility within industry into 
account. a risk of 1 in 1,000 has been identified as “significant 
risk” by the US Supreme court40 and has been used by Occu-
pational Safety and Health administration as a possible start-
ing goal. in this study, we found that an exposure of less than 1 
µg/m3 respirable elemental carbon would be needed to achieve 
this level of lung cancer risk. Despite inherent uncertainties 
in this number, it suggests that a health-based exposure limit 
would make it difficult to use diesel equipment underground.

the observed excess risk of lung cancer associated 
with diesel exhaust is qualitatively consistent with the exist-
ing evidence. the intervention effects, however, reported here 
as quantitative estimates of cumulative risks or risk reduc-
tions, may not be generalizable. the estimated risk reductions 
used the observed risk in the study population as the point of 
reference, and are a function of both the particular exposure 
response between diesel exhaust and lung cancer and also the 
number of people affected by each specified intervention. the 
number of subjects above each exposure limit, in turn, is a 
function of the exposure distribution in this study. the small 
reduction in risk we observed when the respirable elemental 
carbon limit was set at ≤260 µg/m3 is mostly due to the lim-
ited person time above exposure cut-off, i.e., the intervention 
would have left the majority of the cohort unaffected. the 
same intervention in a different population with the same 
exposure–response profile and a large amount of person-time 
exposed above 260 µg/m3 would have resulted in a larger 
reduction in risk. Despite limiting generalizability, our use of 
the unexposed age-specific lung cancer rate estimated directly 
from this study, rather than the background rate in the general 
population, is also an advantage. it avoids the questionable 
assumption that mortality rates in the general population are 
transportable to occupational cohorts, implicit in life table cal-
culations for occupational risk assessment.

Under alternative intervention assumptions which set lim-
its ranging from the past and current MSHa limits to acgiH 
recommendations, we found that estimated lifetime risks 
of lung cancer were reduced with increasingly lower limits. 
Using the parametric g-formula in a reanalysis of the DeMS 

ever-underground subcohort, we observed results consistent 
with previous studies of diesel exhaust exposure and lung cancer 
risk using quantitative measures of exposure to elemental carbon 
(Silverman et al.12 and Vermeulen et al.24), which found excess 
lung cancer risk in the lower observed ranges (1–25 µg/m3) of 
occupational elemental carbon exposures.

CONCLUSION
international agency for research on cancer has classified 
diesel exhaust as a human carcinogen, and evidence from 
large occupational studies show an excess risk of lung cancer 
associated with a wide range of exposures.13,14,24 We found an 
increased risk of lung cancer and also a shorter time to termi-
nation of employment associated with higher diesel exhaust 
exposure, suggesting presence of healthy worker survivor 
bias. lower risk of lung cancer was associated with more 
stringent hypothetical interventions on exposure.
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